
STEP 1: FIND YOUR STYLE

Styling Tips & Tricks

Hi Decorating Enthusiasts,

Thanks for attending our Interior Decoration & Styling Workshop. Now the fun 
begins to DIY your home or office!

Our site has over 180,000 products! You always ask us where do I start? It's the 
same question when it comes to designing your interior...you want cohesion, 
style and flow. How do I do that with all the products available? 

Here are our tips on how to use Temple & Webster to create your DIY look:

Go to www.templeandwebster.com.au and click on Room Ideas.
You can then choose room and style options from the drop down menu. Narrow it 

down to your favourite style. 

**Hint - Look at the style of your home, the colours of your walls, does 
the space feel contemporary and bright or does it scream coastal vibes? 

This should help you narrow down the style to one option!

http://www.templeandwebster.com.au


STEP 2: PICK YOUR COLOUR PALETTE

Styling Tips & Tricks

Developing your colour palette - Colour Psychology plays an important role in 
creating different moods in your home. Think about how colours influence you and 
the emotions you want to evoke in your space. 

Put lots of thought into the colours you are going to use. Sometimes a neutral 
foundation is a great starting point. 

1. Start by selecting a key decorative piece, either a piece of art, a fabric or 
cushion design or a rug. Then use the colours in this piece to pull together 
a colour palette. 

2. Use 3-5 colours and different tonal values

3. Think about your dominant colour

4. Introduce texture through natural elements

**Hint - Get creative. Pull together different colour palettes by mood 
boarding like above (you can use Powerpoint or Google Sheets for this) 
Pick out the mood board that brings you the most joy. Voila! You have 

your colour palette! 



STEP 3: CREATE YOUR MOOD BOARDS

Styling Tips & Tricks

Once you have decided on your style and colour palette, the next step is creating 
your mood board. 

Favourites Board - Use the Favourites function while browsing on the Temple & 
Webster website to save your favourite pieces in one convenient place.

Digital Mood Board - To create your mood board, first start with an image or two 
from your favourite style selected in Step 1, include your colour palette, and the key 
furniture and decorative pieces from your favourites board that you wish to include 
in your space. 



STEP 4: FURNITURE LAYOUT

Styling Tips & Tricks

Think about the space and what it will be used for. Here are some tips to think 
about when selecting your final pieces and creating your layout. 

● Every room needs a focal point to draw you in
● The layout should encourage your eye to move around the room
● Use rugs & lighting to define different zones in open spaces 
● Create vignettes on coffee tables and shelves to create points of interest

Layout Board - Building on your mood board from Step 3, copy and paste direct 
from your saved favourites onto your board the remaining items. Move around the 
key furniture pieces to how you’d place them in the space. This will help you to 
visualise what the finished space will look like. 

STEP 5: HAPPY SHOPPING!

Once you have all your items saved to favourites you can add them direct to your 
cart from your favourites board. Enjoy your beautiful new space! 


